Analysis of chlorthalidone polymorphs in raw materials and tablets and the effect of forms I and II on the dissolution properties of drug products.
Chlorthalidone (CTD) is an antihypertensive drug and exhibits four crystalline forms: I, II, III and IV. In this paper, the incidence of CTD polymorphs in raw materials and in tablets as well as the solubility and dissolution properties of forms I and II have been studied. Raw materials were named as A, B, C, D, and E and tablets as Reference, G1, G2 and S. Using powder X-ray diffraction and infrared spectroscopy analyses we found that A, B, E, Reference and G1 contain CTD form I; C, D and S contain predominantly form II; and G2 contain a mixture of both forms. Solubility experiments showed that form II is up to 49% more soluble than form I and dissolution studies showed a significantly effect of the polymorphism on the dissolution of CTD from tablets. Based on these results, it was concluded that only the CTD form I is acceptable for preparation of tablet form. Moreover, we proposed the polymorphic quality control of CTD raw materials and tablets.